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Geoffrey West is a theoretical physicist whose primary interests have been in fundamental questions in physics,
especially those concerning the elementary particles, their interactions and cosmological implications. West
served as SFI President from July 2005 through July 2009. Prior to joining the Santa Fe Institute as a Distinguished
Professor in 2003, he was the leader, and founder, of the high energy physics group at Los Alamos National
Laboratory, where he is one of only approximately ten Senior Fellows. [1]
**Applies principles of theoretical physics (intention is to
create mathematical models that approximate and predict
broad or universal characteristics of biological systems)
**Interdisciplinary thinker/approaches to problems of biology
**Metabolic Rate of a Human Being = 2,000 food calories per
day (90 watts – standard, incandescent light bulb).
Socioeconomic Metabolic Rate = 11,000 watts (daily caloric
requirements of one dozen elephants - over 100 days of food
for a human being) [2]
**Kleiber’s Law - the observation that, for the vast majority of
animals, an animal's metabolic rate scales to the ¾ (.75) power
of the animal's mass. This is an economy of scale with a ¼ (.25)
savings for ever power of 1. [3]
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Complexity & Fractality/Crinkliness
Sustainability
Network Systems Analysis/Complex Adaptive Systems
Numerology
Entropy – 2nd Law of Thermodynamics
Human Will/Intelligence (artificial/social) vs. Systems
Will/Intelligence (natural/biological)
7. Return Distributions
8. Feedback
9. Similarity and Similitude – scale invariance
10. Emergence
11. Competition & Death → Evolution & Change
12. Finite Time Singularity – Crossing the Chasm
w/Innovation
There is a remarkable amount of self-similarity across various
types of networks or systems. Our listeners are not new to complexity – we’ve had Brian Arthur, Christopher
Cole, Eric Schadt, etc. – but what Geoffrey West does – and Eric Schadt spoke a bit about this as well in his
genomics and computational biology work – is bring the mathematics of modeling theory (the way we do
theoretical physics, for example) to biological and socioeconomic systems. What I find particularly exciting and
useful about his work is that it allows us to try and make predictions and better conceptualize life and the
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systems of life at larger scales. Most importantly, it provides a powerful foundation for understanding why we
see what we see, and why we have to make serious changes to our expectations about growth as it is currently
measured and what we can expect from the decades to come. It’s much easier for me to understand why the
planet cannot support high living standards (as we currently conceive for them) for 10 billion people when I
have models and can run through the mathematics than if I am just given statistics and correlations. This is what
is MOST POWERFUL about the subject of today’s discussion. West is building a model of our world – of the
relevant aspects of the human world – as we experience it, as it affects us, and as we affect it.
I.
II.
III.

Does what I just said describe the theory that you have put forth and
what would you add?
Why have you devoted yourself to this?
What is the BIG PROBLEM that humanity must solve?

THE HIDDEN ORDER: A Universal Approach to Scaling Across Systems

Distinctions between
physical systems
beholden to natural laws
and socioeconomic
systems beholden to
human organization.

Why Models Matter: Isambard
Kingdom Burnel, William Froude, and
the Origins of Modeling Theory.

Features of a Common Conceptual Framework (Scaling “Laws”)
1. Q: How do physical systems or physical networks scale in size within the confines of the Earth’s
physical space? A: Object volumes increase with the cube of their linear dimensions. Result:
What is the
Role of Gravity
relative strength becomes progressively weaker as size increases. Heat dissipation also lessens
on Strength at
(economies of scale to heat preservation – lower propensity towards entropy)
Various
Degrees of
***Ex: Toothpick vs. Sequoia Log
Scale?
when used as a bridge or why
elephants have long ears
2. Q: What is allometric scaling? What are
its origins? A: Three system features:
I.
Space Filling
II.
Invariance of Terminal
Units
III.
Optimization
3. Q: Origins of the number 4 – there’s a
lot of numerology in your work? What
is the relationship between this
number and the fractal nature of the
space-filling algorithm?
Horizontal
Asymptote
Vs.
Vertical
Asymptote

Galileo
Galilei

Organisms
Growth
Input
Space Filling
Terminal Units
Optimization

Thomas
Malthus

Scale
Exponent Value

Cities
(socioeconomic)
Open-ended
exponential
growth
Population
Social network
Individuals

Grow rapidly when
young, cease growing,
eventually die
Metabolic energy
Circulatory system
Capillaries
Minimizing energy used
Maximize greed
to pump blood
Sublinear
Superlinear
0.75 (-0.25)
1.15 (+0.15)

Table 1. Comparison of network properties for organisms and cities.
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Cities
(infrastructure)

Population
Interstate system
Minimizing travel
time or distance
Sublinear
0.85 -0.15)

MODELING BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS (0.75 sublinear scaling)
1. Q: What accounts for the decrease in
metabolic rate as size/mass increases? A:
Smaller animals would be unable to defend
themselves, find food, and reproduce in
sufficient numbers in order to survive if they
were not inordinately strong, fast, and
reproductive for their size. Likewise, larger
animals would be unable to find the energy
needed to support such a high metabolic
rate without exacting a huge toll on
themselves and their environment.
Q: Perhaps this is nature’s appropriate balance for an ecosystem like present-day Earth? What
about the constraints on the network given its size at larger scales?
2. Growth in biological organism throughout
their lifespans follows an S-curve, or what
is otherwise known as “Sigmoidal
Growth.” This is also something we see in
companies. We will discuss the similarities
if and when we get to companies later
towards the end of the interview. Just
important to note for now.
“To sustain open-ended growth in light of resource
limitation requires continuous cycles of paradigm-shifting
innovations.” – Geoffrey West, SCALE
SCIENCE OF CITIES
1. You model two distinct features of cities:
their behavior (their evolution in physical space) and the behavior of their terminal units (the
Anthropocene
system characteristics of human socioeconomics as they scale in cities). Q: Firstly, could you
↓
Urbanocene
please define what you mean when you talk about “cities?” What is a city?
BIOLOGY/PHYSICALITY OF CITIES (0.85 sublinear scaling)
1. Cities also exhibit economies of scale
that are even higher than biological
systems. They are also remarkably
resilient, as you point out. Q: How
did you go about gathering data
about cities (how large was your set,
what was the time horizon – was it
total duration or relative duration,
how reliable do you feel the sources
were, etc.)? What was the mortality
rate for cities and what is the average
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2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

lifespan? (an actuary life table for cities). How would you graphically express the state of a city
over time? Is there an exponential and stationary phase? Where are we on this graph? Why do
you believe that cities are so resilient? Are cities that arise organically more resilient than ones
that arise from planning (hard to tell – we can’t compare relative time series), and why?
Q: What accounts for the economies of scale in cities? Are cities constrained by the same
allometric scaling laws that govern biological systems? Does this ultimately bring us back to the
constrains of physical systems that operate across space and time? What do you think accounts
for the lesser economies of scale present in cities than those present in biological networks? Is
this a testament to the intelligence inherent in natural systems? Does this explain why we have
done such a shitty job in urban planning?
Q: What is central place theory, and how do cities self-organize? How do they spread across time
and space? What is the role of human biology (not intelligence) and the requirements and desires
of people that compel a consistent geometric order the complexity we see in cities? (For example,
“exposure time” and how it relates to commutes and city size as expressed in Marchetti’s
Constant)
Q: You have stated that cities are more economical and scale with a smaller carbon footprint per
capita. But, is this also true of the waste that they produce (the entropy they manifest onto their
surrounding environment and the externalities they produce)?
Q: What are some examples of the infrastructure savings of the economies of scale that exist in
large cities? How do we see these savings in the infrastructure?
Q: How do we conceptualize the fact that the scaling laws don’t predict how cities scale between
different urban systems. Like, how do Japanese cities scale differently than American cities, and
what is the slope/ratio between the two?

Terminal Unit Intelligence vs. Systems Intelligence

SOCIOECONOMICS OF CITIES (1.15 superlinear scaling)
1. It’s remarkable that the socioeconomics, of cities scale superlinearly, setting them apart from all
the other systems we have examined in nature (and for good reasons that we will go into). This
term – socioeconomics - can seem a bit confusing, though it would be inaccurate to simply call
these the “outputs” of the city, as not all outputs qualify (garbage does not qualify, per example).
Neither would it be fair to talk about these as social outputs, since you rank communicable
diseases in here as well. Q: Perhaps we can say that by socioeconomics we are referring to the
outputs that are contingent upon interactions of the system’s (the city’s) terminal units? In other
words, the intelligence of the system as a whole (the city) is beholden to the emergent
intelligence of the terminal units.
2. There is a powerful, inverse
relationship
between
the
economies of scale of the system
(diminishing costs) and the network
effects of the system (increasing
returns to scale), so that we
experience a powerful feedback
effect on cost savings and increased
returns at larger size (seen as the
distance between the concave and
convex – otherwise known as “the
spread” in finance.)
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The resulting sequence of singularities will continue to pile up, leading to an
essential singularity – a point after which no more innovations are possible.

3. You believe these socioeconomic network effects began sometime in the Anthropocene period,
with the development of language. Language allowed for cooperation, and the devleopment of
A discount
function is used
a sort of metaphysical layer (what Dawkins has dubbed “memetics”) populated by
in economic
superstructures of information transfer and organization that (may or may not??) adhere to
models to
physical laws. An aditional consequence of language was the conceptualization of the future, and
describe the
weights placed
with it, money, debt, and interest. It seems to me
on rewards
that “interest in the future,” so to speak, is
received at
mispriced or insufficiently represented by the
different points
in time. Utility
current paradigm. Our time preferences do not
derived from
accuratly capture our long-term wants and
doing X is
needs. In other words, the superlinearities we
contingent upon
the time in
see are a manifestation of our very narrow
which rewards
perception of scale relative to the perception of
are received. `
nature. We (the nodes) are optimized for a much
shorter time horizon, and therefore, we have a
𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓
bias towards raising our metabolic rate (both as
𝑾𝒐𝒓𝒌
economic energy consumption and as personal
=
𝒕𝒊𝒎𝒆
energy - caloric intake - consumption) and
towards raising our mass (both as economic
“We want to
output and as personal body mass). Since
maximize our
metabolic rate is equal to energy consumed over
metabolic
time, in order to raise energy and increase mass,
rate relative
we have been decreasing time. Perhaps not only
to our size” –
our time, but the time available to the system
Geoffrey West
before reaching a finite time singularity over
which we cannnot cross?
4. Q: What are we optimizing for? It would appear,
consistent with the above statement about time, that we are optimizing for output or power. We
want more stuff and more power. We want to increase mass AND energy. We want, as you said,
to “maximize our metabolic power relative to our size.”
5. Q: How does Dunbar’s number (150) factor into the “The ever-accelerating progress of
cohesion and stability of society? Politics is sort of, the technology and changes in the mode of
software, that goes above and beyond what the human life gives the appearance of
firmware (our biology and dunbar’s number) are approaching some essential singularity
in the history of the race beyond which
optimized for.
6. Futurists like Ray Kurzweil are banking on the human affairs, as we know them, could
singularity. I believe their argument would be that not continue.” – John von Neumann
(Mathematician & Computer Scientist
before arriving at your finite time singularity, we will
innovate a sort of alternate dimension (which Ray calls the singularity) that will alter spacetime
in such a way so that time stops.
Q: What do you say to that?
7. There seems to be a “tug-of-war” between the superlinear function of the socioeconomic desires
of the nodes (terminal units) and the sublinear function of the network at large. Q: Is this just
another way of talking about the same thing, or does this help us visualize some other aspect of
the countervailing forces at work?
8. Q: What are some examples of our adverse impact on time preferences? (faster walking speeds,
less time with our families, the use of acronyms, etc.)
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9. Q: How significant is the
population explosion? Is
there a number where
the physics break down
for us – where we go into
systems decline?
10. Q: What were the most
recent innovations that
saved us from hitting the
finite time singularity and
going into decline? How
much time until the next
one, and do you have
some sense of what that
might be? Is there any
way to arrest a decline
once it begins?
11. Ultimately, if this model is
correct, then the mathematics necessitate that we bring our socioeconomics in line with our
biology. We must create sublinear scaling dynamics for areas that are currently scaling
superlinearly. Q: Can we do it? What does it require? Does it require more than just politics? Will
this require an alteration of the human genome?
12. What role do the dynamics
of wealth and income
distribution play in a) the
perpetuation/acceleration
Figure 4. (top)
of the problems we face
Depicts
and b) in their potential
superexponenti
solution? It would seem
al growth of
that a feudal society is
socioeconomic
factors as a
actually more sustainable
function of
than a broad middle-class
time. (below)
society,
where
the
dotted lines
superlinearity
is
not
represent
addressed, as growth
paradigm shifts
of innovations
prospects are curbed. It
that “reset”
would also seem that a
parameters
class of super rich, elite
and restart
would be more able and
superexponenti
willing to take matters into
al growth.
their
own
hands.
Ultimately, it would seem
that the solution must come from putting the brakes on population growth, as well as finding
ways to decrease entropic output.
13. Q: Do you ever consider the source of the intelligence of networks? Where does this intelligence
come from? Do you view the fact of optimization as nothing more than a phenomenon that we
formalize, but that does not have any deeper foundation?
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SCIENCE OF COMPANIES (0.9 sublinear scaling)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data is not as complete and broad-ranging as it is for cities.
S-Curve type growth where exponential phase is constrained
by the size of the market.
On average, half of all publicly traded companies is 10 years.
(define birth & death of a company)
Growth = Metabolism = Total Income (sales)
Maintenance = Repair = Expenses
Companies do not have the diversity of cites
Crossing the Chasm
1. Q: Why are companies not as resilient as cities?
2. Q: How does your analysis of companies factor into
investment decisions?
3. Q: Are there qualitative things that certain successful
companies do that other don’t?

Growth
Input
Space Filling

Companies
Economies
Grow rapidly when young, cease
Open-ended exponential growth
growing, eventually die
Employees
Network that conveys information,
resources, capital

Terminal Units
Optimization
Maximizing profits
Scale
Sublinear to Linear
Exponent Value
<= 1
Table 2. Comparison of network properties for

Superlinear
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